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Thisinyention relates. in. general to- an improyed 
earth handling. implement, and in; particular the 
invention is directedto, and it is‘ an objectto 
provide, an earth transporting implement‘rv em 
bodying a rotary bowl unit, together-with drive 
and. control mechanismstherefor. oi novel- con 
struction and. operation. 
Another object of the -.present-'inrvention is. to 

provide earth- transporting implement embody 
ing a. rotaryybow-l unit‘wh-ich includes a loading 
opening. with. which: a‘ movable door- assembly 
cooperates, anda; Dower unit operatively C011? 
nected, with the. bowl bye driving‘mechanism to 
rotate said bowl in either direction, selectively; 
the door assembly. being opened or closed by" said 
‘power. unitin-adyanceot. rotative- movement of 
the. bowl thereby; 
A furthenobject; of this; invention is to provide 

an earth, transporting implement, asv in the pre 
ceding paragraph, in which such driving mech 
anism is arranged so that actuation, thereof'in 
one direction and'when' the-door assembly is open, 
first. closes the door assembly and their rotates 
the bowl; and so that actuation of- saidmecha 
nism in the opposite direction. and when the". door 
assemblyv iscloSed, ?rstv acts to open-saididoor 
assembly followed byrotation-of the bowl if so‘ 
desired. 

It is also. anobjectof this invention to provide. 
an earth transporting implement including’ a 
rotary bowl unit having‘a loading opening and 
a movable doorassembly cooperating therewith; 
aportion of the door assembly; carrying an earth 
cutting. and digging blade, and said portion being, 
operative, when the assembly is open and the 
bowl disposedin a predetermined position, to dig 
and load earth into the bowl.‘ The rotary bowl 
unit also is“ arranged so that-lathe door assembly 
maybe opened-with the. loading. opening upper 
most‘for loading of the. bowl by a power‘ shovel, 
drag line, or chute. Thus, the rotary‘ bowl unit 
is self-loading. or: maybe- loaded by a separate 
implement; 
An additional object of this invention isto' pro 

vide an earth- transportingimplement having, a 
rotary bowl unit which, is foraminous in, part, 
whereby the bowl-‘when loaded and rotated can 
be employedfor screening, sitting, separating, 
mixing or‘ washing, together with distribution of, 
the materialv therein; therebeing meansemployed 
to. preyentitloss oii-material throughthe for-am; 
inous portion of the bowl during loading. and 
transportingthereofy. Theimplementlsespecially 
useiuldn. surface mining. react-v construction, or 
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2 
then-he; wherein operations, as, above, are neces 
Salty; 

These. objects I; accomplish by means ofssuch 
structure and? ‘relative arrangement of; parts, as, . 
will: fully appear by" a perusal of the following 
speci?cation and claims. 
In the drawingsisi-milar characters or reference 

indicatercorrespond-ing parts in the several views: 
Figure lis a side-elevation: of the implement 

with the rotary bowl unit shown with the door 
assembly open, and’; in digging position‘. 

Eigu-rezzis'an enlarged. fragmentary plan View 
illustrating the: rotary bowl unit andadjacent 
part5; 
Figure ,3} is a. sectional ‘elevation on line 3---3v 

ofv Fig. 2-,v showing the. rotary bowl‘ unit with the 
door‘ assembly: open andiin digging. position. 
Figure 4 is a sectional elevation similar to Fig. 3, 

but showing the. door'xassembly moved part way 
toward: closed. position 

Figuref5 isvlikewiselsimilar to Figs. 3' and 4, but 
shpyvsthedoor assembly .fully closed and the bowl 
shifted‘: upwardly to carrying or rotative position. 

Figure: 6\ is“ an enlarged‘ sectional elevation 
showing the: bowl with. the‘door assembly open, 
and in position for‘ loading of said bowl by a sepa— 
rate implement. 
Reierringno-w more particularly to the char 

act'erszlo?rreference‘ on the drawings, the. imple 
mentcomprises‘ a main frame, indicated generally . 
at l’; which'includ‘es transversely‘spaced longi 
tudinally extending side plates ZIrigidly connected 
together'by suitable cross:members; the main 
frame lobeing‘ supported adjacent its rear end by 
transversely spacedground engaging wheels 3. 
At the forward end the main frame I is supported‘ 
by: a swivel truck 4, which: includes wheel's-‘51 and 
aiorwardlyextending draftto-ngue 6 ‘adapted for - 
connection with. a. tractor. 

A‘ rotary bowl; indicated generally at ‘l, is dis 
posed“ between the side plates 2’ intermediate the 
rearwhee'lsiand front truck 4} said- rotary bowl’ 
being. disposed" with its axisiextending horizontally, 
and ‘transversely of the present implement. 
The rotary bowl 1 includes substantially circu 

lar end walls 8 which areturnably mounted on' 
and supported by‘ a non-rotatable, tubular cross 
shaft‘ 5: whose: outer- ends are carried in slide 
blocks. II}; which ride in‘ guided relation in up; 
standing. arcuate» slots? H] in corresponding side 
plates .2; the slots H being“ formed concentric to 
another‘ cross shaft‘ l2twhich extends between the 
side. plates-2‘ to the rear-of the~rotary bowl and 
for; the purpose as will hereinafter appear. 
The cross shaft 9 is supporteda‘djacent‘oppo 
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site ends, and for vertical adjustment of the bowl, 
by means of corresponding bellcranks l3 which 
are pivotally mounted intermediate their ends 
to corresponding side plates 2, as at I4; said bell 
cranks being disposed between the ends of the 
rotary bowl ‘I and said plates 2, with one leg iii 
of each bellcrank projecting forwardly from the 
corresponding pivot l4, and. the other leg It ex 
tending upwardly from said pivot. At the for 
ward ends thereof the legs I5 are longitudinally 
slotted, as at H, and adjacent portions of the 
cross shaft 9 project through and ride in such 
slots. These slotted portions of the legs I5 form 
in effect lost-motion connections. At their upper 
ends the legs H5 are connected by a rigid cross 
beam l8, and a cable-type block and tackle unit 
I9 connects between said cross beam l8 centrally 
of its ends and a corresponding but rearward 
point on the main frame I, as clearly shown in 
Fig. 1. The block and tackle unit I9 includes a 
pull reach 20 whichlextends forwardly along one 
side of the main frame I about suitable direction 
changing sheaves 2|, and said pull reach is 
.adapted at its forward end to connect with the 
power winch (not shown) on the tractor. As is 
evident, actuation of the pull reach 20 in a direc 
tion to shorten or lengthenrthe block and tackle 
unit 19 will result in swinging of the bellcranks 
l3 in a direction to raise or lower the bowl, re 
spectively. 
The rotary bowlis formed on one side with a 

transverse loading opening 22 of substantial cir 
cumferential extent, but of an extent somewhat 
less than 180°. On the side generally opposite 
the opening 22, and for a circumferential extent 
of approximately 180° the side wall of the bowl is 
perforate or foraminous from end to end thereof, 
as shown at 23. 
The load opening 22 is adapted to be closed by 

a door assembly which comprises the following: 
An arcuate door 24 matchingly engages the 

outside of the bowl unit on one side of the open 
ing 22 and extends from end to end of the latter; 
said arcuate door being adapted for circumfer 
ential sliding movement from a position clear of 
opening 22. as shown in Fig. 3, to a position clos 
ing substantially one-half of said opening, as 
shown in Fig. 5. This arcuate door is supported 
from the ends and for such sliding movement by 
radial legs 25 of bellcranks 26, one of which is 
disposed at each end of the bowl; such bellcranks 
each including another leg 21 disposed at sub 
stantially a right angle to leg 25. The bellcranks 
26 are rotatably journaled intermediate their 
ends on shaft 9, and inwardly of the bowl lift 
inglegs l5. 
The remaining one-half of opening 22 is adapt 

ed to be closed by another door 28 which is sub 
stantially straight both transversely and circum 
ferentially of the bowl unit; said door 28 being 
pivoted along one side to the bowl unit, on a 
transverse pivot 29, whereby the door 28 can 
swing from a closed position relative to opening 
22, as shown in Fig. 5, to an open and outwardly 
projecting position substantially tangentially of 
the bowl, as shown in Fig. 3. 
At the side opposite the pivots 29 the door 28 

is formed with a transversely extending ground 
cuttingand digging blade 30; said blade substan 
tially contacting the arcuate door 24 when doors 
24 and 28 are closed. (See Fig. 5.) The door 28 
includes rigid generally radially inwardly ex 
tending side wings 3| which serve to guide mate 
rial into the bowl when the door 28 is open and 
in ground digging'position.“ = ' ' 
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The assembly of doors 24 and 28 is opened or 

closed, and the bowl unit 1 is rotated, by a power 
drive and control mechanism which comprises, 
at each end of the bowl unit, the following: 
A relatively large-diameter sprocket 32 is ro 

tatably mounted on the tubular cross shaft 9, 
but held thereon against axial displacement; said 
sprocket being disposed axially outwardly of the 
corresponding bellcrank 26. The bellcrank 26 
and corresponding side wing 3| are disposed in 
the same radial plane. An elbow link 33 con 
nects at one end with the sprocket 32 at an ec 
centric point 34, and connects at the other end, 
as at 35, to said corresponding side wing 3| 
radially inwardly from the door 28 and adjacent 
the edge opposite door pivot 29; the elbow of link 
33 extending or bowing in a direction away from 
cross shaft 9, and opposite bellcrank 26. 
When the door assembly is closed, as shown in 

Fig. 5, the elbow link 33 is disposed with the elbow 
closely adjacent cross shaft 9, whereby the pivot 
points 34 and 35 pass beyond dead center rela 
tive to the axis of said shaft, which tends to 
maintain door 28 closed. 
The bellcrank leg 2'! is formed at its outer end 

with a rounded cam face 36 which is adapted to 
be engaged by an adjacent edge portion of the 
corresponding side wing 3|, and a ?exible link 
37, such as a short length of cable, connects be 

“ .‘tween the bellcrank leg 21 and said side wing 
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adjacent and in generally intersecting relation 
to said cam face. The link 31 connects to side 
wing 3| adjacent its inner side and at the end 
opposite pivot 29. 
A stop 38 on the adjacent end wall 8 of the 

rotary bowl unit at a point approximately oppo 
site the door 28 is adapted to be engaged by a 
corresponding stop 39 on the sprocket 32, whereby 
to limit rotative movement of said sprocket rela 

‘:tive to the bowl in the direction shown by the 
arrow in Fig. 3. 
The sprockets 32 are arranged to be simulta 

neously driven, and in either direction selectively, 
by the following arrangement: 

Endless chains 4!} connect between said sprock 
ets and relatively smaller drive sprockets 4| on 
cross shaft I2; said chains remaining under 
proper driving tension regardless of the vertical 
adjustment of the bowl ‘I, for the reason that the 
path of movement of the cross shaft 9 is concen 
tric to the axis of cross shaft I2. The cross shaft 
82 is driven through the medium of a power 
transmission unit, indicated generally at 42, from 
an engine 43 supported by the frame I at its rear 
end, and which engine and power transmission 
unit may be suitably housed. The power trans 
mission unit 42 includes a change-speed trans 
mission 44 and a, reversing gear unit 45, each of 
which is provided with a suitable control lever 
~which may be actuated from the tractor by re 
mote control means (not shown). 
When the rotary bowl unit is in lowered posi 

tion adjacent the ground for digging and loading, 
its rotative movement in a clockwise direction is 
limited by means of dogs 46 on the bowl which 
strike upwardly unyielding cooperating stops 4'! 
from below, said stops 47 being pivotally mounted 
on a cross member 48 of the main frame for 
spring-returned downward yielding movement 
upon engagement of the stops 46 therewith from 
above, so as not to limit counter-clockwise rota 
tion of the bowl when the same is in lowered 
position. 
In operation, and to open the door assembly 

from the closed position shown in Fig. 5 to the 
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open and.‘ digging positionwshown int-Fig.‘ 3-‘, the, 
rotaryv bowl uhit'is ?rst- lowered to adjacent the 
groundline“ and to such ‘position that the ‘stops 
4B._.engage-the stops 4*1tfromi beneath thelatter: 
so- as. to» limit‘ clockwise‘ movement of ' the" bowl. 
The sprockets; 32-. are then» driven in the direction 
shown by the arrow in Fig. 3-, whichcauses the‘ 
elbow link 3<3z~to swing radially away-‘from the 
crossshaftv 9- and to’ force the‘ door 28. to its open 
on tangential. position. When door‘ 218* is ‘fully: 
open“ elbow links- 33- abut against steps 49: on side 
Wings 31, and cooperating stops 38-»andi 39:01} the 
bowl and‘ sprockets are/likewise engaged. As. the 
door. 28< moves’ to such open position the flexible». 

, 1L5. 
link: 3431911115 on the bellcrank 26‘ and causes it to 
swing. about shaft 9 in a direction which opens 
the=slidingqdoor 2111 
With the assembly of doors 2'4" and 28' thus 

opened,‘ as shown in Fig. 3, and. with’ the rotary 
bewl-unitlowerediso that stops 4'6. engage stops 
“from: beneath, the implement is ready‘ for a 
digging and loading operation. With advance of. 
the implement, the blade: 30! digsibelow the ground 
surface and the loosen-ed: material ?ows over the 
openv door- 23-, which then is serving as aloading 
apron, and- passes into‘ the rotary ibowl'unit. 
When thebowl/ l is in loading position thelower 

pcrtionvof thelperforate or foraminous side wall 
23-is at thev rear of the bowl and below the axis 
thereof.» Tol prevent loss? of material through 
thls-perforatelower portion o-f‘side wall 23 dur 
ingjthe: loading operation,‘ a symmetrical, mate 
rialiretaininga skirt 5!) extends outside said wall 
portion- in? spaced, facing relation thereto; said 
skirt being closed with the bowl at the ends, as 
at- 5|; and at. the‘ lower edge‘ of said skirt, as at 
5-2’. The space" between the upper edge 530iv the 
skirtand the wall 237 remains open to permit dis 
charge“ of material from said skirt upon: rotation 
of“ the bowl. 
Whenrthe bowl is loaded the sprockets 32 are 

rotated inthe direction shown by the arrow in 
Fig. 4,, which: causes the door‘ assembly to» close, 
by reason/of the fact-that elbow link “draws the 
door‘ 281 to closed? position, while theadjacent 
edgesioi sidewings 3'l engage the cam faces 36 
o'nbellcranklegs 2? to push the bellcrank 2G in 
a: rotary ‘direction. to. close the door 24‘. 
The‘bowl is then raised to a carrying position, 

andfin which position the stops t6’ will miss thev 
stops ll‘, due to the fact that the cross shaft‘ 9 
moveswforward somewhat when raised. There 
after at the point of unloading, and at which the 
implement may be stationary or moving,‘ the 
sprockets are driven to cause rotation of the-bowl“ 
in acoun-ter-‘clockwise- direction, such drive being 
through the‘ elbow links 33 to the bowl unit. As 
the» bowl so-rotates, the material from the bowl 
is screened through the foraminous side wall 23' 
and? thus discharged from the implements. 

example of’ a use to which the above‘ de 
scribed‘implement'may be put is placer mining, 
wherein the placer material is dug by the rotary 
bowll unit when open, and then transported to 
aY-recovery plant in the bowl as closed. At'the 
plant the‘ implement is run over a receiving hop‘ 
per and the bowl then rotates to screen out and 
discharge the srnaller‘material and “?nes” which 
drop ‘into-such‘ hopper. This screening is facili 
tated“ by“ introduction of water into the (bowl 
through the tubular shaft 9 which is perforate 
within the bowl, as at54, and is formed at one, 
end; as; at 55fforl detachable connection with a 
watery-supply hose. - Large materialremai'ning‘ in 
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the, bowl is ‘discharged at a dif?erent pointtby‘ 
openingthe: door assembly andthen rotating the: 
.bowlwclock'wise'while the latter“ is. raised, such 
large material’ then: fallingv through the door‘ 
opening. 
Another example of a‘ use. for the described 

implement is‘ road construction wherein digging, 
hauling, washing, mixing, screening and distri 
bution of gravel can be accomplished with the 
single implement.. 
.In‘IFig. 6» the bowl'is: shown: in, the position- 

towhichi it mayr-vbe‘v-set for loading. by a separate 
implement, and’. in which position, the loading. 
opening 221 opens generally upwardly. To‘ obi-l 
taint this position or the- bowl the same is lowered; 
and; stops‘ 41» are engagedv from» beneath: co 
operating stops‘. 56 on the bowl in circumfer 
entially ' spaced". relation. from stops 46‘ and in 
the: direction opposite» door 23;. 
bowli against‘ clockwise rotation», and- thezsprock'etsi 

" 322» are‘. then rotated: in such direction toopen 
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the doors ‘Hand 28 forloading: oi‘ the bowl from 
above. 
Whileirr the: present scraper type embodiment 

the bowl assembly‘ is mounted with its axisitrans; 
versely of the direction of travel, and for ver 
tical‘ adjustment, it will be evident that for 
certain- uses where the‘ scraping function isl'un 
necessary,‘ said~ bolwl' assembly can be mounted; 
for examples-on a truck. or semi-trailer chassis 
onceither'a transverse or longitudinal axis,‘ and 
n0n>adjustab1e vertically, in which case thebowla 
would; be loaded solely from above. 

From-‘the: foregoing description it will ‘be readily 
seen that‘ I have‘ produced such-1a device sub- 
stantially fulfills the. objects of the invention‘. 
as? set-1f orth- herein.’ 

While. this specification sets forth‘ in », detail‘. 
the present. and'preierred construction of. the 
device, still ‘in! practice such deviations from such 
detaili/may be. resortedvto ‘as do not» form a de 
parture from the spirit of. the; invention, as de 
?ned by the appended claims. 

Having: thus described my invention, what‘ I 
claim- as new and; useful and desire to- secure 
by Letters-Patent is: 

11. A rotary bowl unit for an‘ earth- handling 
implement, comprising driven, rotary bowl 
having‘ a loading opening in one portion ‘~01? the’ 
circumferential-wall‘ thereof, anotherportion of 
the circumferential wall of the bowl-being for‘ 
ami-nous, a door‘ assembly mounted on the bowl‘ 
adapted to closet‘ said-opening, and a material 
retaining- skirt extending outside saidcircum 
ferenti'al wall of the bowl» in spaced facing rela 
tion to that part of- the foraminous portion 
thereof which is lowermost whenthe bowl‘ is in 
a predetermined loading’ position; there being 
closure means between the edges of said skirt 
and the bowl except at the one edge which‘ is 
uppermost‘when the bowl is in said loading‘ posie 
tion whereby upon subsequent rotation of‘ the 
‘bowl; material passing‘ through said foraminous 
portion onto said skirt is then discharged over 
said one edge. 

2% A rotary bowl-unit for an earth handling, 
implement, comprising a rotary bowl having a 
loading'opening on‘ one side thereof, a door as 
sembly mounted on the bowl for movement be 
tween openand closed positions relative to said’ 
opening, and'means to open and close said door 
assembly; the latter including‘ a door movable’ 
from> closed'to open positiontabout an axis exw 
ten-ding‘ immediately along the lower edge of ‘said 
opening. when. they latter‘ is in‘v a predeternnned: 

This holds: the 
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loading position, and an earth cutting and "dig 
ging blade on the door along the edge there 
of which is opposite said axis, the door open 
ing means being operative to maintain said door 
in rigid open position, whereby with the forward 
movement of the implement the digging blade 
will‘ dig material which will be forced over the 
door and directly into the drum through said 
opening. 

3. A rotary bowl unit for an earth handling 
implement, comprising a rotary bowl having a 
loading opening on one side thereof, a door as 
sembly mounted on the bowl for movement be 
tween open and closed positions relative to said 
opening, and means to open and close said door 
assembly; the latter including a door movable 
from closed to open position about an axis ex— 
tending immediately along the lower edge of said 
opening when the latter is in a predetermined 
loading position, and an earth cutting and dig 
ging blade on the door along the edge thereof 
which is opposite said axis, the door opening 
means being operative to maintain said door in 
rigid open position, and said door when open 
being disposed substantially tangential to the 
bowl. 

4. An earth handling implement comprising a 
frame supported above and for movement along 
the ground, a rotary bowl disposed with its axis 
transversely of the direction of travel, means 
mounting the bowl on the frame for vertical 
adjustment between raised and lowered positions, 
means to limit rotation of the bowl in one direc 
tion when said bowl is in lowered position, the 
bowl having a loading opening in one side there 
of, a door assembly mounted on the bowl for 
movement to open or close said opening, a re 
versible power unit, and actuating means con 
necting the power unit with said door assembly 
and bowl; said actuating means being operative, 
when the bowl is in lowered position and the 
power unit is driven in a given direction, to in 
itially cause closing of the door assembly. 

5. An earth handling implement comprising a 
frame supported above and for movement along 
the ground, a rotary bowl disposed with its axis 
transversely of the direction of travel, means 
mounting the bowl on the frame for vertical ad 
justment between raised and lowered positions, 
means to limit rotation of the bowl in one direc 
tion when said bowl is in lowered position, the 
bowl having a loading opening in one side thereof, 
a door assembly mounted on the bowl for move 
ment to open or close said opening, a reversible 
power unit, and actuating means connecting the 
power unit with said door assembly and bowl; 
said actuating means being operative, when the 
bowl is in lowered position and the power unit 
is driven in a given direction, to initially cause 
closing of the door assembly, and said means 
being operative upon movement of the bowl to 
raised position and continued drive of the power 
unit in the same direction, to then cause rota 
tion of the bowl in said one direction. 

6. An earth handling implement comprising a 
frame supported above and for movement along 
the ground, a rotary bowl disposed with its axis 
transversely of the direction of travel, an axial 
shaft supporting the bowl and projecting be 
yond the ends thereof, means supporting said 
shaft at said ends from the frame, the bowl 
having a loading opening in one side thereof, a 
door assembly including in circumferential rela 
tion a sliding door adapted to close one portion 
of the opening, and an outwardly swingable door 

8 
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said swingable door being pivotally mounted on a 
transverse axis adjacent the edge of the bowl 
opposite that portion closed by the sliding door, 
a bellcrank journaled on the shaft at one end 
of the bowl, one leg of said bellcrank being ?xed 
to the sliding door at one end, the other leg 
of the bellcrank projecting generally toward the 
swinging door, a side wing on the adjacent end 
of the swinging door projecting generally radially 
inwardly toward said other leg of the bellcrank, 
the side wing being adapted to engage said other 
leg of the bellcrank to cause swinging of the 
latter in a direction to close the sliding door 
upon closing of the swinging door, a ?exible link 
connected between the wing and said other leg 
of the bellcrank to pull the latter in a direction 
to open the sliding door upon opening of the 
swinging door, a sprocket on the shaft at said 
one end of the bowl, means to drive said sprocket 
in either direction selectively, and means be 
tween the sprocket and said wing to open and 
close the swinging door upon rotation of the 
sprocket in corresponding directions. 

'7. An earth handling implement comprising a 
frame supported above and for movement along 
the ground, a rotary bowl disposed with its axis 
transversely of the direction of travel, an axial 
shaft supporting the bowl and projecting be 
yond the ends thereof, means supporting said 
shaft at said ends from the frame, the bowl 
having a loading opening in one side thereof, a 
door assembly including in circumferential rela 
tion a sliding door adapted to close one portion 
of the opening and an outwardly swingable 
door adapted to close another portion of the 
opening, said swingable door being pivotally 
mounted on a transverse axis adjacent the edge 
of the bowl opposite that portion closed by the 
sliding door, a bellcrank journaled on the shaft 
at one end of the bowl, one leg of said bellcrank 
being ?xed to the sliding door at one end, the 
other leg of the bellcrank projecting generally 
toward the swinging door, a side wing on the 
adjacent end of the swinging door projecting 
generally radially inwardly toward said other 
leg of the bellcrank, the side wing being adapted 
to engage said other leg of the bellcrank to 
cause swinging of the latter in a direction to 
close the sliding door upon closing of the swing 
ing door, a flexible link connected between the 
wing and said other leg of the bellcrank to 
pull the latter in a direction to open the sliding 
door upon opening of the swinging door, a 
sprocket on the shaft at said one end of the 
bowl, means to drive said sprocket in either 
direction selectively, and an elbow link pivotally 
connected between an eccentric point on the 
sprocket and a point on the side wing so that 
upon rotation of the sprocket in one direction 
to open the swinging door, and upon reverse 
rotation of the sprocket to close the swing door; 
said elbow link extending away from the shaft, 
and when the door assembly is closed being dis_ 
posed with the elbow adjacent thereto and with 
said pivot points beyond dead-center relative to 
the shaft axis. 

8.- An implementas in claim 6 in which the 
shaft is vertically adjustable to move the bowl 
between raised and lowered positions, means to 
limit rotation of the bowl in one direction when 
the bowl is lowered, the loading opening then 
being at the front of the bowl; said swinging 
door when openvprojecting forwardly from the 
lowermost side of the'loading opening, and an 



earth cutting and digging blade onthe side .of 
said door which is ‘foremost whenithe door is 
“open. 

9. An implement as in claim “6 ‘including a 
driven cross shaft on the "frame in spaced re'la- ‘5 
"tion ‘to the bowl ‘lengthwise of, the ‘implement, a 
sprocket onfsa'id ‘driven ‘cross shaft, an endless 
chain extending ‘between the sprocket, on the 
‘driven cross shaft and ‘the sprocket in the bowl 
supporting shaft;"the supporting‘ means ‘for said 
‘bowl supporting shaft ‘being arranged ‘to adjust 
‘said shaft up or down ‘in an arcuate path ‘con 
centric to said ‘driven cross shaft. 

‘1°.’An earth handling ‘implement comprising 
a wheel supported‘ frame, a rotary ‘bowl mounted 
'on the‘ frame with ‘the bowl axis eX‘ten'dingtrans 
versely, a loading ‘opening on one side .of the 
bowl, "another side ‘of the bowl being foraminous. 
a ‘closure means ‘for said ‘opening including a 
closure means pivoted on the‘bowl for swinging 
movement lengthwise ‘of the ‘implement, ‘an earth 
cutting and digging blade ‘on that‘edg‘e of such 
pivoted door which is outermostwhen ‘the door 
is "open, ‘means operative to upon said door ‘with _ 
the loading-opening facing forwardly vand with 25 
said'b‘lade projecting forwardly for ‘ground en 
gagement, ‘or to open said door with the load 
ing opening facing‘ upwardly :for loading ‘of'sa‘id 
pivoted ‘bowl by a separate implement, "means 
to prevent rotation ‘of the ‘bowl ‘by the thrust of 
said blade when said pivoted door is open and 
the blade ‘is in ground engagement, and ‘means 
to rotate said bowl when the door is closed. 

11. A traveling ‘material ‘handling implement , 
including a supporting frame, a drum ‘rotatahly 35' 
mounted in the frame, means‘t'o‘raise andiower 
the drum relative to the frame, means to hold 
the drum against clockwise rotation ‘when in 
lowered position, the diu-m‘having a load re~ 
ceiving opening, a closure means for said open 
ing including a pivoted door normally closing 
at least a portion of said opening, and means 
for swinging said door on its pivot to ground 
engaging position-when the drum is lowered and 
held against clockwise rotation, whereby with 
forward movement of the implement material 
may then be scraped and delivered through the 
opening into the bowl. 

12. A *device asin claim 11 in which the ‘door 
opening means is also operable vto :close the door 
and thereafter’ rotate the drum‘counterclockwise. 

A device as in claim 11 ‘in ‘which-the door 
opening means is also operableéto close the l'door 
and thereafter rotate the drum counter-‘clock 
wise, ‘lat ‘least a portion of the Wall of said 
drumibeing foraminous whereby-to screen ma 
terial ‘from the drum therethrough during such 
counter-clockwise rotation of‘th'e Idrum. 

‘1'4. Ina material handlingfimplement, afframe, 
a Idrum rotatably mounted lithe frame and 
provided with. a loadlreoeiving opening, closure 
means for said opening including a pivoted 
door-normally closing at leastla portion ‘of said 
opening, a gear rotatablly vmounted substantially 
co-axially of the drum, a bell crank connecting 
the gear and said pivoted door so that when the 
gear is rotated in one direction the door will 
be swung open and when the gear is rotated 
in the opposite direction the door will be closed, 
and col-acting stops on the gear and drum re 
spectively adapted to engage and cause rotation 
of the drum upon rotation of the gear in a door 
opening direction and after the door is open, 
and means to drive the gear. 

15. A travelling material handling implement 75 
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including a ‘frame supported tor movement along 
the ‘.groundpa power unit mounted ‘on the frame, 
‘a rotatable drum isupporteddby theirame, said 
drum having-an opening through which ‘material 
maybe loaded into the drum, ,a closure means 
:for the ,,opening including a door one edge ‘of 
which is pivoted directly to one edge of the 
opening, means to swing saidv doorefromoalolosed 
position over ‘a portion of said opening to a 
position extending outwardly’from vsaid one edge 
of .the opening, ‘such means comprising :a rotat 
able element separate from the door, means-to 
drive the element fromthe ‘power-unit and :a 
bell crank :connection between the elementi'and 
door. 

16. Atravelling material handling implement 
including a frame supported tor movement along 
the ground,-a power unit mountedion theframe, 
a rotatabledrum supported bythe frame, :said 
drum having an opening through which material 
may be loaded into the‘ drum, -a closure means 
for said -.openlngaincluding a ,door onebedgeeof 
which is pivoted to one edge of the opening, a 
rotatable .gear mounted in driving relation ‘with 
said power unit, .and -,a bell crank connection 
between the .gearviand door whereby ‘through 
operation of the gear :the ‘door maysbe swung 
on its pivot ,irom closed position over a ,por 
tion of .the ‘opening to an outwardlyprojecting 
positionclear- of the opening, and viceversa. 

17. vA combination ‘as in claim 15in which the 
outer edge of the .door forms a scraping edge 
operable when the ,door is in said outwardly 
extending position to engage theground and 
dig and scrape earth and. movellit over thedoor 
and directly ‘into the drum with-the forward 
movement-of the implement, 

18. A material handling implement ‘including 

adrum' to receive alload o'f material,v such having .a load receiving opening, a .door as 

semblyn'ormally closing said, opening, suchas 
se'mbly including a sliding .door and -a pivoted 
door, and means to, simultaneously swing the 
pivoted door and slide ‘the sliding vdoor, ‘said-lat 
ter means including a pivoted bell ‘crank having 
one leg connected with the sliding ‘door, and‘ a 
tension member connected between ‘the pivoted 
(1001' and the, other leg of the bell crank whereby 
when the'pivote‘d door ‘swings open it will .pull 
the slidingdoor open, ‘and means to turn "the 
pivoted door .on ‘its axis. 

19. 'A material, handling implement including 
a :drum to ‘receive .a ‘load ,of material, such drum 
having a ‘load receiving opening, a door ‘assembly 
normally closing said opening, .suc‘h‘assembly ine 
eluding a sliding "door and ‘a pivoted do0r,‘a:nd 
means to simultaneously ‘swing thepivotedldoor 
and s'li'dethe sliding \door, ‘latter means includ 
ing a pivoted bell crank "having ‘one leg "con 
nected ‘with the ‘sliding door, and a vtension 
member connected vbetween the pivoted "door and 
the "other leg “of " the bell 'crarlk ‘whereby when 
the‘pivoted-door swingsio‘pen it will "pulljthe 
sliding door open, 'means to turn the pivoted 
door on its axis, and means on the pivoted door 
to engage such other leg of the bell crank as 
the pivoted door swings to closed position and 
thereby slide the sliding door to closed position. 

20. A travelling material handling element 
including a frame supported for movement along 
the ground, a rotatable drum supported by the 
frame, said drum having an opening through 
which material may be loaded into the drum, a 
door assembly for said opening, such assembly 
comprising a ?rst arcuate shaped door arranged 
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to slide circumferentially over a portion of said 
opening to respectively close or open the same, 
a second door, said second door being substan 
tially ?at and hinged at one edge directly along 
one edge of the drum opening and operable to 
close the balance of the opening or to be extended 
outwardly from said one edge of the drum, and 
means to simultaneously swing the second door 
and slide the ?rst door. 

21. A travelling material handling implement 
including a frame supported for movement along 
the ground, said frame comprising spaced side 
walls provided With alined substantially vertically 
disposed slots, a drum having an axially disposed 
shaft mounted for guided movement throughvsaid 
slots, means to raise and lower said shaft in said 
slots whereby to raise or lower the drum, means 
for scraping and loading material into the drum 
when the latter is in lowered position and the 
implement moves forward, and means to rotate 
the drum when it is in raised position, the walls 
of the drum being at least in part foraminous 
whereby upon rotation of the drum material will 
be screened therethrough. 

22. A travelling material handling implement 
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including a frame supported for movement along ‘ 
the ground, said frame comprising spaced side 
walls provided with alined substantially vertically 
disposed slots, a drum having an axially disposed 
shaft mounted for guided movement through said 
slots, means to raise and lower said shaft in said 
slots whereby to raise or lower the drum, means 
for scraping and loading material into the drum 
when the latter is in lowered position and the 
implement moves forward, and means to rotate 
the drum when it is in raised position, said scrap 
ing and loading means including a door con 
trolled opening in the drum, the door being nor 
mally open when the drum is in lowered position 
and normally closed when the drum is in said 
raised position, and means whereby when the 
drumis in said latter position and rotated clock 
wise the door will be opened and the contents of 
the drum discharged therefrom, 
_ 23. Atravelling material, handling implement 
including a frame supported for movement along 
the ground, said frame comprising spaced side 
walls provided with alined substantially vertically 
disposed slots, a drum having an axially disposed 
shaft mounted for guided movement through said 
slots, means to raise and lower said shaft in said 
slots whereby to raise or lower the drum, means 
for scraping and loading material into the drum 
when the latter is in lowered position and the 
implement moves forward, and means to rotate 
the drum when it is in raised position, said scrap 
ing and loading means including an opening pro 
vided in the drum, a closure means for said open 
ing including a door hinged along one edge 
thereof directly to one edge of the opening, means 
to close the door at least a portion of over the 
opening when the drum is in raised position or 
to extend the door outwardly from said opening 
when the drum is in lowered position, means to 
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hold the drum against clockwise rotation when 
in said latter position, the door then being oper 
able to scrape material which will be forced into 
the drum through said opening with the forward 
movement of the implement. , 

24. In a material handling implement, a frame, 
a drum mounted for rotation in the frame, means 
to move the drum vertically relative to the frame, 
means to move the drum rearwardly relative to 
the frame when said drum is moved downwardly, 
a yieldable stop on the frame, a stop on the drum 
positioned to engage and pass the yieldable stop 
as the drum moves downwardly and rearwardly, 
the stops then engaging each other to prevent 
rotation of the drum in one direction, and means 
whereby material may be loaded into the drum 
when it is in lowered position. 

25. In a material handling implement, a frame 
comprising spaced side walls provided with alined 
substantially vertically disposed slots, a shaft 
mounted for movement through said slots, a 
drum mounted on the shaft, a bell crank jour 
naled on the frame, one arm of the bell crank 
being slidably connected with the shaft, and 
means connected with the other end of the bell 
crank for moving the bell crank on its axis Where 
by to selectively raise or lower the drum, means 
whereby material may be loaded into the drum, a 
gear mounted for rotation On the shaft, a second 
shaft mounted in the frame, the slots being arcu 
ate in shape and disposed concentric with the 
axis of said second shaft, a gear ?xed on said 
second shaft, the two gears being connected in 
driving relation with each other, means to drive 
the second shaft, and means to selectively place 
the gear on the ?rst shaft in driving relation with 
the drum to rotate said drum either clockwise or 
counter-clockwise. 

LAURENCE L. RECKLER. 
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